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A: They are encrypted or compressed files. It can be any random files. Open them with Software
like WinZip and unzip/extract. The present invention relates to a portable operating apparatus, and

in particular, to a portable operating apparatus used for remotely operating a remote controller
apparatus to control industrial equipment. As general industrial equipment control apparatuses, there
are well-known apparatuses called slave terminal devices. These slave terminal devices are installed

at positions or in cabinets and have the capability to remotely control a variety of apparatuses
through a communication path formed via a telephone line, radio, etc. An information processing

apparatus is also well-known that is used to remotely operate the slave terminal device to control the
slave terminal device. Such a remote control apparatus is generally capable of remotely controlling a

plurality of slave terminal devices. For example, a slave terminal device is generally used for
controlling multiple pieces of industrial equipment which are controlled by the multiple slave

terminal devices. Such a remote control apparatus is well-known to be used by remotely operating
the slave terminal device to change (e.g., stop or start) the operation of the industrial equipment.

When performing remote operation of the industrial equipment through the slave terminal device,
the remote control apparatus generally operates the remote controller apparatus and the slave
terminal device. Therefore, in some cases, the remote control apparatus performs the remote

operation at a location a long distance away from the master terminal device that is connected with
the slave terminal device. In such cases, the remote control apparatus transmits, to the slave terminal

device, instructions for controlling the remote controller apparatus via a wireless link using, for
example, radio waves. The remote control apparatus therefore sends, to the slave terminal device,

the instructions for controlling the remote controller apparatus via the wireless link. In addition, the
remote control apparatus transmits, to the remote controller apparatus, management information

such as setting information for remotely controlling the slave terminal device (e.g., setting
information, etc.). The management information is used to perform, via the remote controller

apparatus, the remote operation of the slave terminal device. In such a remote control apparatus, it
is important that the remote controller apparatus and the remote control apparatus be connected to
each other via the wireless link. That is, if the wireless link is interrupted, a plurality of operations

to be performed by the remote controller apparatus and the slave terminal device are not performed
as desired. Therefore, a remote control apparatus has been proposed that can keep such a wireless

link active even when f30f4ceada
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